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Abstract. Topic modeling is a powerful tool to uncover hidden thematic
structures of documents. Many conventional topic models represent doc-
uments as a bag-of-words, where the important linguistic structures of
documents are neglected. In this paper, we propose a novel topic model
that enriches text documents with collapsed typed dependency relations
to effectively acquire syntactic and semantic dependencies between con-
secutive and nonconsecutive words of text documents. In addition, we
propose to enforce coherent topic assignments for conceptually simi-
lar words by generalizing words with their synonyms. Our experimen-
tal studies show that the proposed model and strategy outperform the
original LDA model and the Bigram Topic Model in terms of perplexity;
and our performance is comparable to other models in terms of stability,
coherence, and accuracy.

1 Introduction

A large amount of text corpora and discrete data demands more on improving
people’s ability to interpret and comprehend them. Previously, texts were col-
lected and stored in large text repositories and retrieved by a set of keywords.
Documents were seldom analyzed using their themes, because there were very
few technologies to extract their thematic structures. During the past decade,
topic modeling has emerged to remedy the situation. Topic modeling is a powerful
statistical tool to uncover hidden thematic structures of documents, to facilitate
document summarization and organization in a variety of applications in natu-
ral language processing, vision, social network analysis, and text mining [1–3].
Most topic models consider documents to be a weighted mixture of topics, where
each topic is a multinomial distribution over words. An inferred topic model of
a corpus assigns high probability to members of the corpus as well as to other
similar documents [1, 2]. Text documents are the only observed data in most
conventional topic models. However, more recent topic models extend previous
models by incorporating extra information [4]. Extra information is obtained
by enriching text representation to include information, such as authors of the
documents [5], images associated with the text [6], style of writing and reviewers
of the documents [7]. The aforementioned topic models represent documents as
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a bag-of-words, where the order of words, thus important linguistic structures
of documents are neglected [1, 2].

In order to include richer linguistic structures of text documents, many meth-
ods were proposed to incorporate local word dependencies into topic models
[8–12]. Local word dependencies are either dependencies between a set of con-
secutive words, or a set of nonconsecutive words with arbitrary distances. For
example, the term1 “data mining” contains two words “data” and “mining” that
are consecutively related. In addition, in sentence “There are countries that deny
human basic civil rights.”, the term “human rights” contains two nonconsecutive
words “human” and “rights” that are syntactically related. In order to capture
sequential consecutive dependencies between words, the Bigram Topic Model [8]
and Topical n-gram Model [9] extend word generation by conditioning on n pre-
vious words. However, the n-gram topic models do not capture relations between
nonconsecutive words.

To remedy this problem, some recent methods integrate grammatical regu-
larities of text documents into topic models. HMM-LDA [11] uses the states of
a Hidden Markov Model to represent syntactic and semantic words. Then, the
model assumes that words are either sampled from topics randomly drawn from
the topic mixture of the documents or from a syntactic class sampled from a
distribution of associated syntactic classes [12]. Their model only considers lo-
cal dependencies between variables of the syntactic states and fails to obtain
syntactic or semantic dependencies between words. The Syntactic Topic Model
(STM) [10] was proposed to integrate grammatical regularities in the text to
detect syntactically relevant topics. In STM, documents are collections of de-
pendency parse trees, in which words in the sentence are the nodes in the graph
and grammatical regularities are the edge labels [13]. The root in the dependency
parse tree is used as a governor. Topic assignment of the root node affects topic
assignments of all its children. Moreover, STM does not draw words from just
the document distribution over topics. Rather, it draws a word from a distri-
bution formed by the document distribution over topics weighted by the parse
tree distributions. Thus, topic assignment of a word depends on both the doc-
ument’s theme as well as the parents of the word in the parse tree. Although,
STM improves topic modeling by combining syntactic and thematic structures of
documents, it does not fully distinguish topic assignment of the words that share
the same parent in the tree, i.e., children of a node. This problem specifically
occurs when a root node has many children [10].

Moreover, text documents consist of words with possible conceptual simi-
larities, called synonyms, defined in lexical resources like WordNet [14]. It is
reasonable to expect the distribution of topics over synonymous words to be
similar.

In this paper, a novel topicmodel is proposed to consider syntactic and semantic
structures of text documents in probabilistic topic models. In essence, we enrich
text documents with the collapsed typed dependency relations to circumvent ob-
stacles in acquiring consecutive and nonconsecutive dependencies between words.

1 A term consists of one or more words forming a unit of a sentence.
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In addition, we investigate the influence of enforcing similar topic distribution over
conceptually similar words by generalizing words with their synonyms.

The structure of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, we discuss our proposed
topic model incorporated with collapsed typed dependency relations. We also
explain our method for generalizing words using synonyms. Section 3 introduces
some criteria to evaluate topic models. Then, it demonstrates the effectiveness of
our approach through experiments. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper with
some remarks on our future work.

2 Main Contributions

In this section, we first explain the collapsed typed dependency relations and how
to find them from the HPSG parse trees. These relations are used in capturing
consecutive and nonconsecutive dependencies between words of text documents.
We then describe our topic model and how it embodies collapsed typed de-
pendency relations. In addition, we propose a method to enforce similar topic
distribution over synonymous words of text documents. Lastly, we explain the
relationship between our contributions and other related work.

2.1 Collapsed Typed Dependency Relations and HPSG Parse Trees

The bag-of-words representation of text documents is of particular interest in
most topic models. However, this representation does not contain information
about the relations between words. Relations could hold over a consecutive or
nonconsecutive neighborhood of a word [15].

In this work, we use the collapsed typed dependency relations to acquire
syntactic and semantic structures of text documents. This acquisition enables
us to further capture consecutive and nonconsecutive relations between words of
text documents. The collapsed typed dependency relations are extracted from
typed dependency parse trees. The typed dependency parse tree of a sentence
provides a tree representation of detailed grammatical relations between words in
the sentence [16]. Words in the sentence are nodes of the tree and grammatical
relations are the edge labels. The total number of grammatical relations that
can be assigned by typed dependency parse trees is 48 [16]. Table 1 shows most
common grammatical relations used in typed dependency parse trees. For more
information on this set of relations, please see [13].

Typed dependency parse trees are constructed according to the Head-Driven
Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG). HPSG, developed by Pollard et al. [17], is a
highly structured grammatical representation of text documents that effectively
analyzes syntactic relations concerning multi-word constituents [15, 16]. The
HPSG-based parse tree of a sentence starts from a root and ends in leaf nodes
which represent words. Internal nodes of the tree represent syntactic roles of the
connected leaf nodes. For example, Figure 12 represents the HPSG-based parse

2 Enju is used to extract the HPSG parse tree. This parser is available at
http://www.nactem.ac.uk/enju

http://www.nactem.ac.uk/enju
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Table 1. Most common grammatical relations used in typed dependency parse trees,
defined in de Marneffe et al. [13, 16]

Grammatical Definition Example
Relation

root It points to the root of the sentence; “I love French fries.”
and acts as the root of the tree. root(ROOT, love)

amod Adjective Modifier: An adjective that “Sam eats red meat.”
changes the meaning of the noun. amod(meat, red)

rcmod Relative Clause Modifier: A relative clause “I saw the man you love.”
that changes the meaning of the noun. rcmod(man, love)

nsubj Nominal Subject: A word that is the “Clinton defeated Dole.”
subject of the clause. nsubj (defeated, Clinton)

dobj Direct Object: A word that is the “They win the lottery.”
direct object of the verb. dobj (win, lottery)

expl Expletive: This relation captures the “There is a ghost in the room.”
existential there. expl(is, There)

S

NP

There

VP

VP

are

NP

NNS

countries

SREL

NPREL

WDT

that

VP

VP

deny

NP

ADJP

JJ

human

NP

ADJP

JJ

basic

NP

ADJP

JJ

civil

NP

NNS

rights

Fig. 1. The HPSG-based parse tree for the sentence “There are countries that deny
human basic civil rights.”. Abbreviations that are used in this tree are as follows: S:
sentence; VP: verb phrase; NNS: plural noun; SREL: sentence relation; NPREL: noun
phrase relation; WDT: wh-determiner; ADJP: adjective phrase; JJ: adjective.

tree of the sentence “There are countries that deny human basic civil rights.”.
In this tree, the leftmost branch, node NP represents the role of “noun phrase”
for the leaf node “There”.
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HPSG provides a high level syntactic representation of sentences in text docu-
ments [16]. However, we need to capture specific relations between every individ-
ual related pair of words. Thus, we need to elaborate HPSG to include additional
labeled grammatical relations between words. This is achieved by constructing
typed dependency parse trees from HPSG-based parse trees, using an algorithm
described in [16]. This algorithm has two phases: dependency extraction and de-
pendency typing. In the first phase, a sentence is parsed with a phrase structure
grammar parser (HPSG). The output of this phase is arranged hierarchically
and rooted with the most generic relation. In the second phase, when the rela-
tion between an internal node and its connected leaf node can be identified more
precisely, more specific grammatical relations further down in the hierarchy is
used. Figure 2 shows the typed dependency parse tree constructed from Figure 1
for the sentence “There are countries that deny human basic civil rights.”. As
illustrated in this figure, nonconsecutive relations between words with gaps, i.e.
“human rights” is captured under the amod relation. Typed dependency parse
trees are constructed using the Stanford parser toolkit that has phrase structured
grammars integrated in [13, 16]3.

For each edge in the tree, we extract a relation rel(wi, wj), where rel is the
edge label representing a relation and wi and wj are two nodes of the edge. For
example, the set of relations extracted from the typed dependency parse tree,
illustrated in Figure 2, is as follows: {expl(are, There), nsubj(are, countries),
nsubj(deny, that), rcmod(countries, deny), amod(rights, human), amod(rights,
basic), amod(rights, civil), dobj(deny, rights)}. These relations enable us to bet-
ter distinguish topic assignments for the relations involving the same parent.
For instance, a tree including a parent with c children, will be represented by
c relations, where each relation denotes the edge connecting the child and the
parent. Each relation can have a discriminate topic.

The relations from typed dependency parse trees are further processed by
collapsing relations involving prepositions and conjuncts to get direct dependen-
cies between content words [16]. For instance, in the set of the aforementioned
typed dependency relations, the relations involving the preposition “that” will
be collapsed. Thus, relations rcmod(countries, deny) and nsubj(deny, that) will
become rcmod(countries, deny) and nsubj(deny, countries). As a result, collapsed
typed dependency relations not only capture relations between consecutive and
nonconsecutive words, but they also eliminate less informative relations involv-
ing prepositions. In our work, we use the collapsed typed dependency relations
to represent the corpus. Note that the order of words in the collapsed typed
dependency relations matters.

2.2 Probabilistic Topic Model Using Collapsed Dependency
Relations

We assume that corpus D consists of M documents denoted by D = {d1, d2, · · · ,
dM}. Each document dl contains n words denoted by dl = {w1, w2, · · · , wn}.
3 http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml

http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml
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Fig. 2. The typed dependency parse tree of the sentence “There are countries that
deny human basic civil rights.”. See Table 1 for the explanation of each relation. As
illustrated in this figure, the typed dependency parse tree effectively captures relations
between nonconsecutive words, i.e., dobj relation between words deny and right.

Each document is represented by R collapsed dependency relations between
words of the document, denoted by R = {r1, r2, · · · , rR}. These relations are
instances of the 48 grammatical relations described in Section 2.1, each of which
consists of two words.

Our topic model assumes that each document dl has a multinomial distribution
overK topics with parameters Θ(dl). Thus, for a relation in document dl, P (zl =

j|D = dl) = Θ
(dl)
j , where zl denotes topic assignment to relation l. In our proposed

model, the jth topic is represented by a multinomial distribution overR relations

with parameters Φ(j), thus P (rl|zl = j) = Φ
(j)
rl . Inspired from LDA [1, 2, 18], we

provide a procedure to generate documents. In this procedure, each document dl
is generated by first drawing a distribution over topics (Θ(dl)), generated from a
Dirichlet distribution with parameter α. The relations in the document are then
generated by drawing a topic j from this distribution and then drawing a relation

from that topic according to a multinomial distribution with parameters (Φ
(j)
rl ),

generated from a Dirichlet distribution with parameter β.
Note that the only observed variables are the relations in the collection of

documents. Document distribution over topics and topic distribution over rela-
tions are latent variables generated from Dirichlet distributions with parameters
α and β, respectively. We use Gibbs sampling to obtain approximate estimates
for the latent variables. Gibbs sampling is a simple Markov chain Monte Carlo
algorithm that sequentially replaces the value of one of the latent variables by a
value drawn from the distribution of that variable conditioned on the values of
the remaining variables [19].

We adopt Gibbs sampling algorithm proposed by Griffiths et al. [2, 18] to
draw a topic from the conditional distribution iteratively. For each topic j the
distribution is given by

P (zl = j|z−l,R) ∝ P (rl|zl = j, z−l,R−l)P (zl = j|z−l), (1)

where z−l andR−l denote the z andR for all relations other than rl. This expres-
sion is an instance of Bayes’ rule with P (rl|zl = j, z−l,R−l) as the likelihood of
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the data given a particular choice of zl and P (zl = j|z−l) as the prior on zl. The
likelihood is obtained by integrating over the parameters Φ, which results in

P (rl|zl = j, z−l,R−l) =
n
(rl)
−l,j + β

n
(.)
−l,j +Rβ

, (2)

where n
(.)
−l,j is the total number of relations assigned to topic j, excluding the

current one, and n
(rl)
−l,j is the total number of relation rl assigned to topic j,

excluding the current one.
Similarly, the prior is calculated by integrating over the parameters Θ:

P (zl = j|z−l) =
n
(dl)
−l,j + α

n
(dl)
−l,. +Kα

, (3)

where n
(dl)
−l,j is the total number of relations from document dl assigned to topic j,

excluding the current one, and n
(dl)
−l,. is the total number of relations in document

dl, excluding the current one.
Then, the conditional distribution for the topic assignments is given by

P (zl = j|z−l,R) ∝
n
(rl)
−l,j + β

n
(.)
−l,j +Rβ

n
(dl)
−l,j + α

n
(dl)
−l,. +Kα

. (4)

2.3 Generalizing Words Using Synonyms

Text documents often contain words that are synonyms. Sets of synonyms can
be obtained from lexical resources like WordNet [14]. In this work, we investigate
the influence of generalizing words using a synonym on topic modeling.

Similar to LDA [1], we assume that a document is a multinomial distribution
over K topics, where each topic is a multinomial distribution over N words. We
also assume that documents are represented by a sequence of words, denoted by
W = {w1, w2, · · · , wN}, where wn ∈ W is the nth word in the sequence. Given
the fact that a set of synonyms shares a similar concept, it is reasonable to expect
them to have similar probabilities under topics. For example, if a text document
is about happiness, the inferred topic should assign higher probabilities to words
such as delighted, blessed, and prosperity; and lower probabilities to words such
as sad, bitter, and sorrow. In order to ensure that topics are similarly distributed
over synonyms, we propose the following algorithm to replace all synonyms of a
word with an equivalent synonym with the highest frequency in WordNet:

1. Group the words from WordNet, based on their conceptual similarities. Each
group will contain a set of synonyms.

2. For each group, find the frequency of the words in the group. The frequency
of a word is the number of occurrences of the word in WordNet.

3. Select the most frequent word in the group as the group representative.
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4. For each wi ∈ W:
– Look for a group where wi belongs to.
– If a group is found, replace wi with the group representative, found in
Step 3;
– else, leave the word as is.

For example, consider a text document that contains the word prosperous.
This word belongs to the following group of synonyms {delighted, blessed, pros-
perous, happy, fortunate}. Our algorithm finds the frequency of each synonym
in WordNet. It selects happy as the group representative because it is the most
frequent word in the group. Finally, our algorithm replaces the word prosperous
with the word happy.

2.4 Relationships to Other Work

In this work, we go beyond the bag-of-words representation of documents to
incorporate syntax and semantics of text documents into topic models. This
section reviews the theoretical relationships of our contributions with previous
topic models that used syntactic and semantic structures of texts.

Our proposed topic model is similar to STM [10] due to using typed depen-
dency trees to represent syntactic structures of sentences. However, our topic
model has following major differences with STM. Firstly, STM draws a word from
a single distribution formed by the document distribution over topics weighted
by the parse tree distributions. Thus, topic assignment of a word depends on
both the document’s theme as well as the parent of the word in the parse tree.
However, in our model we use two distributions: document distribution over top-
ics and topic distribution over the collapsed dependency relations. We first draw
a distribution over topics; then, we select a topic from this distribution and then
draw a relation from that topic distribution over the collapsed dependency rela-
tions. Secondly, STM does not fully distinguish topic assignments of the words
that share the same parent in the dependency parse tree, i.e., children of a node,
as stated by Boyd-Graber et al. [10]. However, in our model each pair of related
nodes in the parse tree introduces a discriminate relation. Thus, topic assign-
ment to the relations involving the same parent is better distinguished. Thirdly,
STM does not use labeled dependency relations and lexicalization. However, our
model uses the labels of dependency relations to distinguish and further col-
lapse relations involving prepositions and conjuncts to get direct dependencies
between content words. Finally, STM computes the posterior topic distributions
by Bayesian variational methods. Our model uses Gibbs sampling to infer pos-
terior topic distributions. This final difference is complementary rather than
competitive.

In addition, our proposed topic model differs from the n-gram topic models [8]
in capturing dependencies between words of a sentence. Our topic model con-
siders dependencies between nonconsecutive words with a distance; while the
n-gram topic model is limited to capturing dependencies between consecutive
words.
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Moreover, our proposed model, uses WordNet to enforce topic similarity for
words with conceptual similarities, by generalizing similar words with their syn-
onyms. Lexical resources, i.e. WordNet, were previously used in topic models.
Musat et al. [20] employs WordNet to improve topic models by removing unre-
lated words from the simplified topic descriptions. Mei et al. [21] used WordNet
to label each topic in a multinomial topic model. Newman et al. [22] uses Word-
Net to evaluate topic coherence. None of them uses synonyms to generalize words
prior to building topic models.

3 Experiments

We conducted experiments on two text corpora to compare the performance of
four following topic models: LDA [1], LDA on generalized words using synonyms,
explained in Section 2.3, the Bigram Topic Model [8], and the HPSG Topic
Model, explained in Section 2.24. The first three topic models were trained with
1000 iterations of Gibbs sampling [2, 18] used in the MALLET [23]. However,
the HPSG Topic Model was trained with 1000 iterations of Gibbs sampling.
Initial values for the hyperparameters (α, β) applied to all our experiments were
α = 50.0 and β = 0.01. Note that these parameters are default parameters of
the MALLET [23].

In our experiments we used Associated Press corpus5 that consists of 2246
Associated Press articles, 33872 words, and 454370 collapsed typed dependency
relations. In addition, we used Reuters-21578 Distribution 1.06 that includes 22
files. Each of the first 21 files contain 1000 documents, while the last file contains
578 documents. This corpus contains a total number of 43012 words and 793345
collapsed typed dependency relations.

Table 2 illustrates top 10 terms of the most probable topics generated by
aforementioned topic models on the Reuters corpus. The first column shows the
words generated by LDA. Some words in this topic are ambiguous and can have
multiple meanings. To identify the correct meaning of each word, one needs
to consider other words in the topic. For example, the word “share” has many
meanings. Observing other words in the topic, such as “bank” and “profit”, helps
to identify the correct meaning of the word “share” that is “assets belonging to an
individual”. The second column shows the results of LDA on generalized words
using synonyms. These words are similar to the words in the first column and
still suffer from ambiguity. The terms generated by the Bigram Topic Model and
the HPSG Topic Model are shown in columns three and four, respectively. These
topic models have less ambiguity, given the fact that they generate terms that
include pairs of words that are more descriptive than single words. In addition,

4 Section 2.4 provides a theoretical comparison between our proposed probabilistic
topic model and STM [10]. Given the fact that the source codes of STM was not
available prior to the submission of this paper, experimental comparisons with this
method will be done in our future work.

5 http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~blei/lda-c
6 http://www.research.att.com/~lewis

http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~blei/lda-c
http://www.research.att.com/~lewis
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Table 2. Top 10 terms of the most probable topic, generated by four topic models:
LDA, LDA on generalized words using synonyms, the Bigram Topic Model, and the
HPSG Topic Model from Reuters corpus

LDA LDA on generalized the Bigram Topic Model the HPSG Topic Model
words using synonyms

bank financial reconstruction plans money funds
profit international debt repayment overseas investments
foreign net private institute raising stake
share government traders reported foreign deposits
federal billion existing research commercial banks
japanese withdraw payments improve buyout transaction
policy currency banking office lack assets
rates rise borrowing occurred stock exchange
money sale federal supervisory account balance
shares february bank consultancies bank regulation

as opposed to the Bigram Topic Model, terms generated by the HPSG Topic
Model are not only limited to consecutive pairs of words of a sentence, but they
also contain pairs of related words with gaps.

Given the text corpora, we compare our work with other topic models based
on the following criteria:

– High likelihood on a held-out test set (perplexity) [1].
– Stable distribution of topics over words across samples [5].
– Coherent distribution of words learned by individual topics [22].
– Accurate distribution of topics over words.

These criteria and experimental results are discussed in the subsequent sections.

3.1 Perplexity

Perplexity is the most common criterion to evaluate the quality of topic mod-
els [24]. Perplexity measures the cross-entropy between the word distribution
learned by the topic model and the distribution of words in an unseen test
document. Thus, lower perplexity score indicates that the model is better in
predicting distribution of the test document [1, 25]. We evaluate perplexity as a
function of number of topics for both Associated Press and Reuters corpora. We
trained the topic models on 90% of the corpus to estimate the held out proba-
bility of previously unseen 10% of the corpus. We compute the perplexity of the
held-out test set with respect to the HPSG Topic Model by

perplexity(Dtest) = exp

(
−
∑M

d=1 logP (Rd)∑M
d=1 |Rd|

)
, (5)

whereDtest is the test corpus with M documents,Rd denotes the set of collapsed
typed dependency relations in document d, |Rd| is the total number of collapsed
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Fig. 3. Perplexity as a function of num-
ber of topics, using LDA, and LDA on
generalized words using synonyms on
Association Press corpus

Fig. 4. Perplexity as a function of num-
ber of topics, using the Bigram Topic
Model, and the HPSG Topic Model on
Association Press corpus

Fig. 5. Perplexity as a function of num-
ber of topics, using LDA, and LDA on
generalized words using synonyms on
Reuters corpus

Fig. 6. Perplexity as a function of num-
ber of topics, using the Bigram Topic
Model, and the HPSG Topic Model on
Reuters corpus

typed dependency relations in document d, and P (Rd) is the probability estimate
assigned to Rd by the HPSG topic model. The perplexity of Dtest by other topic
models, such as LDA, is defined similarly, except that Rd is replaced by Wd,
the set of words in the corpus.

The results are illustrated in Figures 3, 4, 5, 6. The x-axis shows the number
of topics (K) used in each model; the y-axis shows the perplexity. These figures
clearly indicate that the perplexity of our proposed topic model drastically de-
creases the perplexity of LDA and LDA on generalized words using synonyms.
Moreover, the perplexity of our proposed topic model is slightly better than the
perplexity of the Bigrams Topic Model.
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Table 3. Topic stability across
two different runs of the HPSG
Topic Model on Reuters corpus

Topics from Best aligned topics Best KL
sample 1 from sample 2

Topic 1 Topic 14 0.834
Topic 2 Topic 20 1.630
Topic 3 Topic 13 0.835
Topic 4 Topic 3 0.730
Topic 5 Topic 11 0.454
Topic 6 Topic 18 0.951
Topic 7 Topic 19 0.450
Topic 8 Topic 18 0.760
Topic 9 Topic 15 0.420
Topic 10 Topic 13 0.939
Topic 11 Topic 5 0.526
Topic 12 Topic 17 0.439
Topic 13 Topic 12 0.953
Topic 14 Topic 7 1.053
Topic 15 Topic 6 1.013
Topic 16 Topic 14 1.139
Topic 17 Topic 5 1.041
Topic 18 Topic 9 1.172
Topic 19 Topic 10 1.026
Topic 20 Topic 17 1.226

Average 0.87955

Table 4. Topic stability across
two different runs of LDA on
Reuters corpus

Topics from Best aligned topics Best KL
sample 1 from sample 2

Topic 1 Topic 5 0.821
Topic 2 Topic 12 1.073
Topic 3 Topic 8 0.533
Topic 4 Topic 19 0.721
Topic 5 Topic 3 1.031
Topic 6 Topic 18 1.050
Topic 7 Topic 7 0.836
Topic 8 Topic 8 0.754
Topic 9 Topic 15 0.428
Topic 10 Topic 13 0.765
Topic 11 Topic 7 0.818
Topic 12 Topic 8 0.798
Topic 13 Topic 6 0.961
Topic 14 Topic 5 0.764
Topic 15 Topic 12 1.161
Topic 16 Topic 8 0.867
Topic 17 Topic 6 0.791
Topic 18 Topic 4 0.921
Topic 19 Topic 18 1.064
Topic 20 Topic 8 1.091

Average 0.8624

3.2 Stability

Stability is the similarity of topic distributions over words across different sam-
ples [5]. We follow the algorithm proposed by Rosen-Zvi et al. [5] to find the
best one-to-one topic alignment across samples. The algorithm finds the best
aligned topic pair by calculating minj=1,··· ,Kd(S1, S2), where d(S1, S2) denotes
symmetrized Kullback Leibler (KL) divergences between the K topic distribu-
tions over relations from samples S1 and S2. KL divergence is calculated by
d(S1, S2) =

∑
x∈X S1(x)log(S1(x)/S2(x)), where X represents the set of rela-

tions in the samples [26]. We compare the stability of topic distributions over
relations across samples, generated by the HPSG Topic Model and LDA on the
Reuters corpus. The results, illustrated in Tables 3 and 4, show that our pro-
posed topic model is comparably as stable as LDA in producing similar topic
distributions over words across multiple samples. Similar results were obtained
using the Bigram Topic Model.

3.3 Topic Coherence

Topic coherence measures the integrity or coherence of a set of words generated
by a topic model. Words generated by topic T , denoted by T = {w1, w2, · · · , wn},
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Table 5. The average topic coherence
of top 50 words of 20 topics generated
from Reuters corpus

Topic model Coherence

LDA 41.35

LDA on generalized 41.68
words using synonyms

the Bigram Topic Model 39.18

the HPSG Topic Model 39.79

Table 6. The average accuracy of topic
distribution over words from a subset of
topic-labeled Reuters corpus

Topic model Accuracy

LDA 0.225

LDA on generalized 0.220
words using synonyms

the Bigram Topic Model 0.221

the HPSG Topic Model 0.223

are coherent if they are semantically similar. In order to calculate the topic co-
herence score, we adopted the method proposed by Newman et al. [22]. We
calculate the semantic similarity scores between every pair of words in a topic
using the Lesk algorithm [27]7. Then, we compute their arithmetic means. We
compared the topic coherence of top 50 words from 20 topics generated by LDA,
LDA on generalized words using synonyms, the Bigram Topic Model, and the
HPSG Topic Model on Reuters corpus. The results are shown in Table 5. The
HPSG Topic Model generates slightly more coherent topic distributions over
words than The Bigram Topic Model. The HPSG Topic Model performs com-
parable to LDA in topic coherence. However, LDA on generalized words using
synonyms results in more coherent topic distribution over words. This coherence
is due to the fact that we replaced conceptually related words with one general
word, prior to modeling the topic assignments.

3.4 Accuracy

The accuracy of a topic model is the degree of closeness of the topic distribution
over words of a test corpus to actual topic distribution over words of a topic-
labeled corpus. Note that calculating accuracy depends on the availability of the
topic-labeled corpus.

Weassume that the test corpusT consists ofM documentsT ={d1, d2, · · · , dM}.
Each document consists ofH actual topic labels, denoted by L = {l1, l2, · · · , lH},
where each li ∈ L represents an actual topic-label for the document. As mentioned
earlier, a topic model generatesK topics, where each topic is a distribution over n
words, denoted by T = {w1, w2, · · · , wn}. The accuracy score of the topic model is

calculated by computing Accuracy =
∑M

i=1 minj=1,··· ,Kd(Tj ,L)

M , where d(Tj , L) de-
notes the semantic similarity between two sets ofTj andL. This semantic similarity
is measured using the Lesk algorithm, explained in Section 3.3.

We compared the accuracy of LDA, LDA on generalized words using syn-
onyms, the Bigram Topic Model, and the HPSG Topic Model on a subset of

7 The Lesk algorithm uses dictionary definitions of two words in a pair and counts
the number of words that are shared between two definitions. The more overlapping
the definitions are, the more related the words are. The Lesk toolkit is available at
http://text-similarity.sourceforge.net

http://text-similarity.sourceforge.net
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Reuters corpus that contains topic-labeled documents. As illustrated in Table 6,
these algorithms are comparable in terms of accuracy. However, LDA is slightly
better.

4 Conclusions

We proposed a novel method that incorporates syntactic and semantic struc-
tures of text documents into probabilistic topic models. This representation has
several benefits. It captures relations between consecutive and nonconsecutive
words of text documents. In addition, the labels of the collapsed typed depen-
dency relations help to eliminate less important relations, i.e., relations involving
prepositions. Also, words of text documents, regardless of their parents in the
collapsed typed dependency parse trees, are distinguished in topic assignment.
Furthermore, our experimental studies show that the proposed topic model sig-
nificantly outperforms LDA and is also better than the Bigram Topic Model in
terms of perplexity. We also show that our model achieves comparable results
with other models in terms of stability, coherence, and accuracy. Besides, the
results from our topic model have less ambiguity, given the fact the generated
terms include pairs of words that are more descriptive than single words.

Moreover, we introduced a method to enforce topic similarity to conceptually
similar words. As a result, this algorithm led to more coherent topic distribution
over words.

In the future, we will extend our topic model to effectively capture more
dependencies between words in sentence or document levels. In addition, we will
investigate the influence of the order of words in the collapsed typed dependency
relations.
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